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AntTracks comprises a modified Java VM based on the Hotspot VM, i.e., AntTracks VM, and an offline post-

processing analysis tool.

The VM's aim is to allow tracking of an application's entire life cycle by writing information about certain events to

a trace file. This events include object allocations, object movements by the garbage collector, pointers between

the objects and so on.

Such an event trace can then be analyzed in the offline post-processing tool. Based on the information parsed

from the trace file the tool is able to reconstruct the heap for any garbage collection point.

A potential risk of memory analysis tools, especially when analyzing heap states of applications that ran out of

memory on the same machine, is to also run out of memory during analysis. For each heap object, information

such as type, allocation site, references, etc. has to be reconstructed and stored in memory. AntTracks currently

receives extended support for object graph analysis, which requires us to store additional information about the

references between objects (e.g., dominator tree relation).

The goal of this thesis is to refactor AntTracks’s current data structures that represent the heap state and the heap

state classification (i.e., the heap state analysis result). Currently, both data structures store the data completely in

memory, mostly using arrays of Java basic data types (e.g., int[]).

Instead  of  in-memory  arrays,  the  data  should  be  stored  in  memory-mapped  files.  This  allows  the  OS  to

automatically load and flush page-sized data chunks on-demand, reducing the applications memory overhead.

A potential risk when using this technique is performance degradation, since data may have to be transferred

between the RAM and the secondary data storage, and vice-versa. Therefore, the thesis should also include an

evaluation on how the usage of memory-mapped files influences AntTracks’s memory utilization and heap state

analysis performance. 

The final version of the written thesis must be submitted not later than 20.08.2018.
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